It is shown, that NTAPE(n) is equal to TAPE(n) if and only if every language Lc-~{1}*~-which is acceptable by a nondeterministic twoway one-counter automaton whose counter length is bounded by the length of its input is contained in TAPE(log n).
I. Introduction
The relationships between the classes defined by deterministic and nondeterministic tape complexity (denoted by TAPE(f (n)) and NTAPE(f(n)), respectively) have been of considerable interest in the last years. Several authors [-3, 4, 7, 8] showed that NTAPE (log n)= TAPE(log n) holds if and only if certain subclasses of the context free languages (linear languages, one-way one-counter languages) are contained in TAPE(log n).
In this paper we consider the original LBA-problem, that is the problem whether NTAPE (n)= TAPE(n). We show that NTAPE (n) is equal to TAPE (n) if and only if each language Lc-]{1}*~-, which is acceptable by some nondeterministic two-way one-counter automaton whose counter length is bounded by the length of its input, is contained in TAPE(log n).
This result gives another possibility to further investigations than the results mentioned above. Since our one-counter automaton operates only on unary input strings it is easy to see (w 3) that this automaton has the same power as some modified nondeterministic two-register machine with lineary bounded registers. Therefore it is important to gain further knowledge about the functions defined by nondeterministic two-register machines with lineary bounded registers.
I want to thank Dr. Huwig (University of Dortmund) for numerous discussions and for his careful reading of the paper.
Proof of the Main Result
We will use the following results proved in [5] and [1, 4] , respectively.
Result 1. NTAPE(n)=TAPE(n)
[La~ { 1 }* ~-A LeNTAPE(Iog n) ~ LeTAPE(log n)] Result 2. Let 501, 502, 5~ be three families of languages such that 501 c 503 and 502C:503 and 501 is closed under intersection. If there exists a family T of mappings with the following two properties
Lc.~c/~3 z~Y then 503 c 501 <:~ 502 c 501.
Furthermore we use the notion of a two-way k-counter automaton (see f.e. [2] ).
Definition. A two-way k-counter automaton M=(S, X, 6, s o, F)
consists of a finite memory (S-set of states, sotS-starting state, FcS-set of final states), k counters and an input tape (X-set of input symbols) with a two-way read-only head. 6 : S x X x {0, 1 }k __, 2 s • ~-1, o. + ilk +1 is the transition function.
A configuration of M is a (k+2)-tuple (s,w,i, nl,...,nk)eSxX*xN k+l. In the usual way 6 defines a relation ~ on the set of configurations. *> is the transitive closure of -*. M is called deterministic if each image under c5 has at most one element. Otherwise M is called nondeterministic.
We denote by cs k, kMN, the class of all languages acceptable by nondeterministic two-way k-counter automata whose counter lenghts are bounded by the lenght of the input. More formally, Le% <:~ There exists a nondeterministic two-way k-counter automaton M with the following properties:
1. weL<*3teF; i, nl,...,nkeN:
2. For all weL there exists a sequence of configurations leading to acceptance such that all counter lenghts are bounded by l(w).
The following lemma can be proved with the same method which was used in [2] in order to prove a simular result. Lemma 1. NTAPE(log n)= Q) cg k.
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We are only interested in one-letter alphabets.
Definition. cg~ = {LeCgklLC4 {1}*F-}.
Let TAPEI(log n), NTAPEI(log n) be defined in the same way. Now we can formulate our main theorem. Theorem 1. TAPE(n)= NTAPE(n) <=> cg~ cTAPE(log n).
We will prove theorem 1 by means of result 2. The families we have to consider are &~ 1 =TAPEI(log n), s z =cgl, ~3 = NTAPEI(log n). Furthermore we have to define a family T of mappings such that property 1 and 2 hold.
For any f: IN~N we denote by f also the mapping from 2 <l}*~ into 2 qm
Let fl: IN ~ {0, 1}* be the injective mapping which associates to each neN its binary decomposition. Then for any function f: N--*N let f: {0, 1}*--+ {0, 1}* be the mapping defined by if veil(N) otherwise.
Lemma 2. Let f: N--.N be an injective function such that f is computable by a deterministic linear bounded automaton. Then for every Lc-~{1}*tf(L) eTAPE (log n) implies Le TAPE (log n).
Proof Let M be a deterministic log n-tape bounded Turing machine accepting f(L). Then L is accepted by a deterministic Turing machine M with three working tapes which operates on an input string -t1"~, heN, in the following way:
1. M writes/~(n) on its working tape 1. 2. ~/computes f(/~(n)) on working tape 1. 3. 291 simulates M step by step. During this simulation M stores on its working tape 2 the head position of M in binary notation and on its working tape 3 the inscription of the working tape of M. In order to simulate one step ~/ examines whether working tape 2 stores 0 or the same inscription as working tape 1.
It is clear that M works with the tape bound log n. [] Note that f is computable by some linear bounded automaton only if f is polynomially bounded. Lemma 2 will be helpfull in order to prove property 2 of the family T of mappings which we still have to define. In order to verify property 1 we have to show that every two-way k-counter automaton (with bounded counter length) can be simulated by a two-way 1-counter automaton provided the input string has been transformed in a suitable manner. Therefore the main difficulty in proving theorem 1 is to find pairing functions Pq: Nq--*N which are polynomially bounded and which have the property that given some number m--Pq (n 1 ..... nq) the test "which of the n v, v = 1 ..... q, is equal to 0" and the operations m--* Pq (n 1 + q 1,..., nq + rlq), tire {-1, 0, + 1 }, can be performed by a two-way onecounter automaton. Because of technical reasons we will modify the notion of a pairing function a little and will define functions 
is the length of the binary and L(n) the lenght of the 3-nary decomposition of n and that the 3-nary decomposition of th(n) is just the reversal of the binary decomposition of n.)
. 
3v(t(n+l)+l)+3tq-1)'t("+l)+q.th(n+l)+2.3q't(n+l)+q
We set T= {~qlqElN}. (We will encode by one number the contents of the p counters and the distances of the head position from the endmarkers.)
In order to test whether an arbitrary men is of the form zq(n), a Turing machine has to compute the 3-nary decomposition of m and has to test whether it is of the form 0~(20l~)) q-1 2v 20 ' 1 with some re{0} w {0, 1}* {1} and r=q. l(v) + q + 1. This can be done using not more than log n cells.
2. Now we have to define a nondeterministic two-way one-counter automaton/f/which accepts an input string of the form -t 1 ~"r F-if and only if -~ 1" ]-eL. We don't have to consider the behaviour of M on input strings which are not of this form.
Let M =(S, {~t, 1, F-}, 6, s 0, F) be a nondeterministic two-way p-counter automaton accepting L in such a way that its counter lenghts are bounded by the lenght of its input. ~r will simulate M step by step. Formally we define our "pairing functions" Pk, keN, in the following way: 
D3(i ).
It is clear that /~/ can compute D3(h) and R3(h ) simultaneously by using its counter. In order to compute h +cr ) M stores h on its counter and successively adds cr to its counter whenever it moves 3 cells to the right with its head.
The finite control stores how often c~ has had the value 2 and uses its RETURN-exit when this number is q + 1. 
h= ~ a~.3v-i+ ~ i-,~ a, D 3 (n).
v=i v=O We will prove this by induction.
i=0: h=Pq(z 1 .... ,Zq, Z).

Now suppose r--1 i-1 h= 2 a~,3~-i+ 2 a~,O~-~(n)
v-i v=O and i<r. Then fiT/will perform another run. Note that n=Y. n' with some n'sN.
=~e=R3(h)=a i and D3(h)= ~, a~3V-i-l+ ~ avD~-~-X(n).
v=i+l v=O
Performing h *--h + c~ . D 3(n ) MI reaches r--1 i h= ~ a~3~-(i+1)+ 2 a~D~+l)-~(n) 9
v=i+l v=0
Therefore we have proved our assumption and it is clear that during this process ~/ notices which of the z~, ...,zq are zero. In r runs M reaches the ~/performs the following algorithm A2:
We will show below that for all i = 1, ..., r the value of c~ computed in the i-th run of A 2 is a r_i-The deterministic finite control operates in the following way:
1. It stores how often ~ has had the value 2. 2. If this number is q + 1 then it goes to its RETURN-Exit. 3. After reading e=2 for the v-th time it simulates on the 0-1-string following up to the next value e=2 a finite automaton which performs the binary addition of t/~. The value/3 is the output symbol of this automaton when it reads the symbol c~.
4. When it reads c~=2 and the carry of the addition performed in 3. is still 1 then it goes to its STOP exit. Otherwise it sets/3=2.
By induction on i we will prove the following result: Let /f/start A2 with the configuration and therefore there exists a z < 3 i such that
with some z'<3 2r+1 k=O ~ h=z" +a~_x_i 33" with some z" <33" 
While R3(h )=0 do h~D3(h ).
After performing these operations ~/ reaches the head position h=Pq(0 ..... 0,m+l,m+l) and therefore the configuration ~C(S0,-tlm[--,1,0 ..... 0).
We have constructed our automaton M in such a way that for every men and for every configuration X of M Definition. k-REG (2(n)) and k-NREG (2(n)) are the classes of one-letter languages acceptable with the register length 2(n) by deterministic and nondeterministic k-register machines.
Because of Lemma 2 it is clear that TAPE~(I~ = U k-REG(n), NTAPEI(I~ = U k-NREG(n).
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We will show that for every kMN (k + 1)-NREG(n) c ~k ~ c (k + 2)-NREG(n).
It is clear that (k+ 1)-NREG(n)c ~gk 1. In order to simulate a two-way counter automaton by a register machine we have to consider the fact that a register machine treats all its registers as counters whereas a counter automaton has the possibility to ask whether the position of its input head is'equal to the input number during the whole computation. Obviously this test can be performed also by a register machine which stores on an additional register the distance between head position and right endmarker.
Theorem 1 states NTAPE (n) = T APE (n) r ~g~ c TA PE (log n). In this context it is very interesting to know how much additional power can be gained in the case of a nondeterministic 2-register machine if the equality between the content of a register and the input number can be tested. Theorem 1 implies NTAPE (n) = TAPE(n) ~ 3-NREG(n) c TAPE(log n). It is an open problena whether an analogous result holds for 2-register machines.
